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MS. 3008 in the National Library of Scotland was rescued from salvage
in 1943 and presented to the Library in the name of the W.V.S. 1 Entitled
“A copy of Some Familiar Letters which passed between Intimate Friends,
as they were written from the originalls for the transcriber’s private use”,
it is a religious commonplace book associated with the Napiers of Doune,
Edinburgh and Glasgow, containing family and other letters, part of a
devotional diary, and poems, hymns and sermon-fragments which had
attracted the compiler. The letters display their writers, (of the kind called
ambiguously “painful Christians”) assailed by sickness and ill health, tried
by the deaths of children and older friends, and commenting to each other
in suitably pious terms. Extensive reproduction would not be very interesting
but, in addition to the Napiers, some 35 to 40 names occur, many of whose
owners can be identified, and what I propose is by combining hints from the
MS. with materials from other sources, to trace the shape and mood of this
contact-group extending over three generations, hoping in the process

to add to our knowledge of the religion of the burgher class in a century
not altogether famous for its religion.

First we meet him whom Ochtertyre called “good Archibald Napier”,

2

minister of Kilmadock from 1711 until his death on 28th August 1754. A
descendant of John Napier of Merchiston, his parents were Archibald of
Bowhapple and Annabella Linton. 3 His ministry was uneventful. He
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216 SCOTTISH CHURCH HISTORY SOCIETY

corresponded with Wodrow, sending him a print of an attack on his History ,1

and is mentioned in the case against Ebenezer Erskine, one of whose charges
was the baptism of the child of John Ferguson, merchant in Doune “though
the minister of Kilmadock declared he would not have admitted him to be a

sponsor without giving satisfaction for the scandals which lay against him”.2

Mrs Napier was Jenny, daughter of James Callendar of Craigforth,

(to Ochtertyre’s amusement a not-too-successful improver). 3 Other daughters

were Anna, wife of Lt-Col. Blacader;

4

Jean, whose unspecified misdemeanours
brought a somewhat stiff plea to her father from Anna and her husband
that she be forgiven ;5 Mary, who in 1713 married Robert Cunningham of

Bandalloch,6 and Margaret, who married an Edinburgh merchant, David
Cunningham, on 24th January 171 8.7 The lieutenant-colonel describes the

scene: “Yesterday we had a marriage. There was much mirth and gay

conversation. We had music and the young people dancing. I think these

amusements are very allowable on such occasions while they are kept within

the bounds of decency ... I stole from the company at intervals to recollect

myself for I cannot long bear too light conversation or too great jollity.” 8

Our MS. only records sadder events. The Napiers and the Cunninghams

had bereavements, probably children,9 and neither wife proved strong.

Archibald Napier writes, “There is nothing I lament so much in your case

as being detained from the lovely courts here below ... If when God has

appointed these infirmities for you, he has put it in their compassion to

prepare and ripen for a better country, you have no reason to complain”. 10

Mrs Napier too was “tender” 11 and died young, leaving her husband with

five children, but in his testament he gives thanks for “the divine goodness

1 Wodrow: Correspondence, vol. ii, pp. 658-9, 19 June 1722. That autumn
Napier lost a brother who died after a fortnight’s illness at the Manse. (Letter

of 24 September, MS. f. 28 verso.)
2 Hist. MSS Com., Mar and Kellie, vol. i, p. 543.

3
J. Ramsay, op. cit., vol. ii, pp. 239-240. Callendar had £600 in the Darien Scheme.

Stirling Antiquary, vol. i, pp. 21-2.

4 Edinburgh Marriage Register, 1701-1750, 18 January 1703.

5 MS. ff. 84-85 verso, Letters dated “Briges”, 2 and 3 May 1707.

6 Edinburgh Marriage Register 1701-1750, 23 March 1713. There seems a hint in

one letter that the Rev. Archibald Napier may have borrowed from his brother-

in-law. “I received Br Robert’s lett wt the inclosed discharge. Wee’r still

obliged to him.” MS. f. 28 verso, 24 September 1722.

7 Edinburgh Marriage Register, 1701-1750.

8 Andrew Crighton: The Life and Diary of Lt.-Col. Blacader, 1824, p. 495.

9 MS. f. 6 verso, 27 June 1721.

10 MS. f. 29 verso-f. 30 recto.

11 MS. ff. 6 recto, 29 recto.
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which helped me through with their education under the loss of one of best

of wives”, and reports “none . . . have ever given me just offence”. 1

John and Archibald became physicians in London and do not appear in

the MS. Ann, the only daughter, married John Thomson of Lawyetts and is

often mentioned up to 1777 when her brother Thomas writes to tell his

nephew that his aunt, Mrs Thomson, is dead, “very suddenly”. 2

Thomas was the author of most of the family letters. He had married

Christian, daughter of a Glasgow doctor, Thomas Buchanan; she may have

been a distant relative for her mother was Elizabeth, daughter of Archibald

Napier of Ballacharn.3 Thomas prospered. Fie was elected a baillie in

1748; provided clocks for the “new church” and the town steeple in 1756;

and until 1764 had charge of all the town’s clocks.4 In the previous year he

moved out to Anderston, where the “corks” lived, taking a four-acre feu

on which he built a house known first as Napierhall, then as Greenhill. 5

A lost watch, advertised for in 1803, was simply marked “Thomas Napier,

Glasgow” but, at least from 1783-1789, the firm was Napier and Dunn,
with premises at the head of the Saltmarket.6 Thomas died in 1789, survived

by his wife, and at least two sons and two daughters.7 Archibald was
admitted a burgess in 1794

;

8 Jane, widow of Dr Innes, and May Napier
sold Napierhall in 1819 to Robert Muirhead and Co.9

Thomas Napier’s great responsibility was the family of his brother

James. James married his cousin, Ann Cunningham of Comrie, but left her

1 MS. f. 62 recto. I have failed to trace this testament in the Commissariot Records'
2 Fasti, loc. cit. Extract of the last will and testament of John Napier, physician,

parish of St. Mary-le-Bow, in favour of Charles Dougals on the island of St.
Christopher, 5 September 1782. Edinburgh City Archives, Moses Bundle 171.
MS. f. 65 recto.

3 R. M. Buchanan: Notes on the Members of the Buchanan Society, p. 17. With her
sisters Aemilia and Ann she was heir-portioner to her uncle David Oliphant
of Balleid, 1733 (Services of Heirs). Perhaps William Buchanan, hammerman,
whom Napier nominated as burgess, was of his wife’s kin. Glasgow Burgess
Roll, 16 December 1761.

4 Extracts from the Records of the Burgh of Glasgozv, vol. vi, p. 292 and 487: vol
vii, pp. 1-4, 67, 161 and 190.

5 Glasgow Regality Club, (second series), pp. 5-6.
6 Glasgow Courier, quoted in John Scott: Old Scottish Clockmakers, Glasgow

Directories, 1783-89.
7 Extracts from the Records of the Burgh . . . vol. vii, p. 301.
8 Glasgow Burgess Roll. He may have been the Archibald Napier, merchant

who, with his wife Janet Scott, had children baptized in 1811 and 1812 (Micro-
film in Mitchell Library, Glasgow), but there were several Archibald Napiers
about this time.

9 Glasgow Regality Club, loc. cit.
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a widow with a young family to whom their uncle was appointed tutor,

1

and his letters show his strong sense of responsibility for their spiritual
wellbeing. Of the three children, Archibald, Robert and Mary, Robert is
no more heard of and probably died young; Mary married William Dunn,
watchmaker,2 probably son to Thomas Napier’s partner; Archibald became
an apothecary, was made a burgess of Edinburgh and married Elizabeth,
daughter of George Duncan, shoemaker. There were no (or no surviving)
children for, in 1803, William Dunn became his uncle’s heir.3

This lengthy preamble is necessary to set the context of the Napier
family, burghers of Edinburgh and Glasgow, recruited from lesser landowners
with lang pedigrees . Our MS. can be used to show this group in their
social relationships, pious evangelicals with considerable fluency of self-

expression. The basis on which the MS.’s contents were selected restricts
the appearance of everyday affairs, though the Rev. Archibald excuses
his wife to her sister, she would write more frequently but . . . she is very
much in a hurry the day before the carrier goes off, dispatching the youths to
Down . Thomas complains of being “much hurried since by my foreman
being confined with a slow fever”. There is rejoicing because Ann at

Comrie (later James Napier’s wife) has got over the pox lightly. Usually
life is more sombre: “the Lord’s hand has been very heavy upon my father’s

family”, and the MS. was intended as an armoury for troubles yet to come.

4

The Rev. Archibald at times dates his letters from Stirling Castle.5

Here his brother-in-law, Lt.-Col. Blacader, was deputy-governor. Son of
the ejected minister of Traquhair who had died during imprisonment on the
Bass, Blacader was a man of note, “not more distinguished for his personal

bravery and military accomplishments than for his private worth and
piety”.6 The former were obvious, for he served with the Cameronian
Regiment on the Continent under Marlborough, and two letters from him
and his wife, who accompanied him to Europe, appear in the MS. headed
“Briges”.7

On retirement, he had temporary charge of the Glasgow contingent

raised during the ’15, and later became deputy-governor of Stirling Castle

1 Edinburgh Marriage Register
,
1701-1800, 12 April 1747; General Register House,

MS. index to tutories in record of retours, 3 January 1752.

2 26 October 1786.

3 Edinburgh Burgess Roll, 1761-1841, 3 January 1782. Edinburgh Marriage Register,

20 June 1788. Dead by 1800, see Edinburgh City Archives, Moses Bundle
171/6723. Services of Heirs.

4 Ms. f. 6 recto, f. 62 verso, f. 30 recto, f. 28 verso.

5 Ms. f. 6 verso.

6 W. Nimmo: History of Stirlingshire, (3rd ed. 1880), vol. ii, p. 50.

7 Ms. f. 84 verso.
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where he died in 1729. His brother-in-law wrote a poem on his death. 1

The revelation of his private piety had to await an odd set ofcircumstances.

A certain Mr Harvey purchased snuff. It was poured into a piece of writing-

paper torn from a “small parcel of letters tied with a silk thread”. He
recognised Blacader’s signature and was able to acquire from the Stirling

tobacconist what had been bought as waste paper, the whole of Blacader’s

letters to his wife during his campaigns. Harvey was on the eve of a visit to

London in connection with the affairs of the London Missionary Society,

so took his purchase with him, showed it to John Newton who thought it

worth publishing, and obtained from him the promise of a preface on

condition that John Campbell, the evangelical ironmonger of Edinburgh,

should do the transcription. Campbell got 20 volumes of a MS. diary from a

member of the family. There were delays due to Dr Charles Stuart who was
writing the historical account of the Blacaders, and Campbell was in London
when the volume appeared in 1806. The proceeds were to go to the Edinburgh
Magdalene Society.2 A later edition, including a further ten years of diary,

appeared in 1824.

Part of Blacader’s Diary for 1694 fills some 20 pages of our MS. 3 and must
have been taken at an early date from the original.

John Newton had a variety of Scottish contacts, some of which are

illustrated here. There are letters of Riccaltoun, whom he held in high
esteem, and a transcript of the poem, “It’s past, the dreadful stormy night”,
and of extempore lines said on the shore at Liverpool.

4

These are part
of a group of verse materials including, in additon to Archibald Napier’s3

poems on Blacader and on his father-in-law, John Ken’s hymns for morning,
evening and midnight, a hymn by one James Grant, verses by “Flavia” and
anonymous matter.

The remaining contents can be grouped into letters between the Napiers
and their friends, letters addressed to Archibald Wallace, letters to William

1 Andrew Crichton: The Life and Diary of Lt.-Col. Blacader, 1 824, p. 551 . Expenses
for firing salutes, 1720, signed Jo Blacader in Hist. MSS. Comm. Lains MSS
vol. li pp. 208-210. MS. ff. 53 recto-55 verso.
“A hero brave for Martiall feates renoun’d
In valour undisguish’d, with laurels croun’d.”

2 R
'i^l

llp: Times and Missionary Enterprises of the Rev. John Campbell,
1841

- PP- 207-10. Select Passages from the Diarv and Letters of the late John
Blacader, Esq., 1806.

J

3 MS. ff. 19 recto-28 verso.
4 MS. f. 57 verso-58 verso.
5 MS. ff. 48 recto-51 recto. This is the 1695 text.
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Hog, material connected with the Rev. Robert Walker, and some
miscellaneous items.

In the first group are letters to Mrs Napier, Edinburgh, from an ailing

friend, Miss Jean Blair, taking the waters at Moffat Mill, who “can only say

as yet the water drinking and bathing seems to agree well enough with me”.
Later she writes, “now I can say to my bathing tub ... do thy Lord’s will

to me”. 1

More important is the Rev. George Muir, product of the Cambuslang
Revival, who turned to the ministry from the office of a W.S. Schoolmaster

at Carnock, minister at Cumnock, he was translated to Paisley High in 1766.

Newly arrived at Cumnock he writes, “My wife is agreeably surprised wt

the beauty of this place and of the people she has seen”. A later letter from

Paisley refers to his foot ailment which gave much trouble—he had to be

carried to church—until finally the foot was amputated. 2

The latest letters in date passed between young Archibald and the Rev.

Benjamin McDowell. McDowell was born in America of Irish emigrant

stock, studied at Princeton then, like other Irish students, came over to

Glasgow University. The Presbytery licensed him in 1765 and, on a visit to

relatives in Ireland the following year, he received a call to Ballykelly; in

1778 he was translated to Mary Abbey, Dublin. McDowell engaged in a

pamphlet war in defence of the Westminster Confession. 3 His letters to

Archibald Napier show him, as a student of Scripture prophecy, bitterly

opposed to the American war and gloomy as to the future.

“Our West Indian Possessions are in a very precarious situation, Ireland

seems to hang upon England by a very slender thread, America is lost to

England.” “I can neither ask (sc in prayer) nor expect success to our nation

whilst we persist in our iniquitous plan of subduing America. Till they

relinquish that project there can be no hope.” “My opinion is that Great

Britain is not only past its meridian, but near its political dissolution,

—

that our sun as a nation is not only past its zenith but almost set. . . . Without

living to a very advanced age wre may live to be exposed to all the violence of

Popery.”4

Another acquaintance was William Robb, Dunblane, whose dying advices

1 MS. ff. 32 recto and verso, 9 July-28 December 1762.

2 Fasti, vol. iii, p. 172 where he is said to have left a MS. of “Some Remarkable

Providences”. A collection of letters to Muir which must have been very'

similar to MS. 3008 existed in 1899 (J. Warwick. History of Old Cumnock , p.

108). It is now untraceable. MS. f. 3 recto, 26 September 1753, f. 42 verso.

3
J. S. Reid: History of the Church itt Ireland, vol. iii, p. 445 and note. Latimer:

History of Irish Presbyterianism, p. 359.

4 MS. ff. 67 recto-68 verso, 15 September- 1 December 1779.
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to Archibald Napier, Last Night’s Dying Speeches, and a letter to Lauchline

McLawrine are here transcribed. 1 I have failed to identify Robb or

McLawrine.

References appear to the individuals through whom letters were trans-

mitted; “yours by Mrs Hewitt”, “the bearer, Mr Reid”, “I had your kind

favour by Mrs Napier”.2 This last was a letter to George Muir from

Archibald Wallace. The Wallaces were Edinburgh merchants much involved

in civic affairs. Archibald, senior, was treasurer of the Trinity Hospital

and, as Admiral of Leith, had supervised immobilisation of boats, and

other defence works during the ’15. 3 He died about 1740. Archibald,

junior, was equally prominent. His wife Bethia Stuart was sister to Jean

Stuart, wife of William Hog, and to Charles who had shared in the publication

of the Blacader memoirs.4

Wallace was involved in the cause celebre of the vacancy at Lady Yester’s

Kirk. The town council, in breach of customary joint action with the

ministers and elders, took the appointment into their own hands. Pamphlets

and court cases followed; the Merchant Company and most of the

Incorporations sided with the ministers in opposing the settlement. Wallace

was in correspondence with the second Earl of Dartmouth, philanthropist

and supporter of Wesley and of Newton, recommending to him that the Earl

of Marchmont was “most fitting to make enquiry as to the constitution and
methods of proceeding in Scotland”, and complaining that to have ministers

recommended by the favourites of Lord Bute might mean their only ministers

were “such as are recommended by John Home, the author of a sort of

tragedy called Douglas, who deserted the office of the ministry, that he might
have more time to bestow on writing for the stage”. Wallace encloses a copy
of a letter from the magistrates to Bute. At the moment the efforts to

muster support against the town council failed, but in the long run it was
to this extent successful, in the next vacancy the old practice was restored.

Wallace signed a letter from the Merchants’ Company congratulating the

council on this decision. 5

The friendship of the Wallaces and Napiers is evidenced by the formers’

1 MS. ff. 56 verso, 7 recto, 2 March 1768, 17 verso-18 verso, 8 July 1767.
2 MS. ff. 66 verso, 45 recto, 42 verso.
2 Extracts from the Records of the Burgh of Edinburgh, 1701-18, pp. 231, 257, 299

and 300.
4 Served heir to father, 1740 (Index to Services of Heirs) ; Edinburgh Burgess Roll

;

A. Heron: The Merchant Company of Edinburgh, p. 391
;
Edinburgh Marriage

Register-, Philip, op. cit., p. 209.
5 Morren: Annals of the Church of Scotland, vol. ii, pp. 268 ff.; Hist. MSS. Comm

Dartmouth, vol. iii, pp. viii and 174; Heron, op. cit. pp. 108-9. Thomas Hog
was also involved.
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appearance as cautioners for the latter on more than one occasion. 1 There
are letters to Archibald Wallace from George Muir, Dugald Buchanan and
John Porteous. Buchanan, son of a Balquidder farmer, came under
Whitefield’s influence on his second visit. Schoolmaster at Kinlochrannoch
from 1755 and a Gaelic poet and scholar of renown he shared the work of

producing a new Gaelic version of Scripture. He spent a winter in Edinburgh
when this was being seen through the Press, using the opportunity to see

Shakespeare acted and to attend classes at the university. 2 Along with

John Porteous, whose singing parish of Easter Kilmuir was called the “nest

of thrushes”, he was among the noted evangelical leaders of the Highlands.

Porteous had been south in 1742, visiting the Kilsyth revival, 3 and again in

1769, after which he writes:

“Amidst all the mixture of pleasure and grief I had in the south, it

added to my uneasiness that my brethren hurried me away so early in

the morning that I had not the satisfaction of kissing your hand,

not knowing if it shall please the everblessed one ... to give me
access to see your face in time. But eternity is before us. . . . In

my return homewards ... I amused myself with taking a transient

survey of what captivates the hearts of the children of men. Before

our arrival at Stirling ... we took a view of the intended communica-

tion between the two seas. But what affected me and my brethren

most was the works at Carron. The motion of the hammer and the

two pair of great bellows, especially the iron one blowing the fire of

the furnace like the screich of one in torment contributed to bring

the dread infernal regions to mind. The force of fire melted the

iron which, when poured forth, was soon to be consolidated and

return to its natural hardness; so deals the fire of Zion with our

stubborn inmitous hearts . .
.”4

The travellers viewed “the inclosures and improvements of waste

ground on each side the Forth”, passed with awe through the mountains,

finally to arrive at Inverness where they were engulfed in a series of

communion seasons with Sutherland of Feme, Balfour, and Bethaine, all

well-known evangelicals of the north.

A third group of letters is associated with the Hog family. William

1 General Register House.
2 Buchanan’s Diary and life, Edinburgh, 1826; Philip, op. cit., pp. 40 <T, quoting

John Erskine: On the deaths of children. Several of those discussed in this

article are among the writers of these letters.

2 John Mackay: The Church in the Highlands, p. 186 ;
John Macinnes: The Evangelical

Revival in the Highlands, passim. John Gilles: Historical Collections (ed.

H. Bonar, 1845), p. 448; Fasti, vol. vii, p. 58.

4 MS. ff. 43 verso-44 recto.
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Hog and Son were merchant-bankers, “not a very extensive business,

handled confusedly” 1 said a contemporary. Father and son were both

William and neither in public records, nor elsewhere, is it always possible to

distinguish the two. The family interest in religion was keen, however,

and the house “a recognised meeting place of all the pious ministers”.2

It was probably William, senior, who came to Thomas Boston’s aid in

1720 to help the publication of the Fourfold State
;
a firm friendship ensued,

and Boston’s last letter before his death was to William Hog. 3 With Wodrow
too he corresponded, sending a copy of a Band of Association drawn up by

Hog of Kiltearn, and a volume of the latter’s diary which Wodrow found

hard to decipher. Hog is concerned about the Marrow controversy

—

“more and more stumbling to many ministers of eminence for piety and

learning”—and about an attempt of the Presbytery of Edinburgh to “Abridge

the solemnity of the ordinance” i.e. to discourage the multitudinous and

prolonged communion seasons. Hog shows little of the supposed Calvinist

urge to be successful in business, grumbling rather about the “heavy load . . .

very weakening and withering much (need) of support from the Great

and tenderhearted Sympathizer”.4 The seizure of a ship at Cadiz in 1727

may have set in train a financial crisis, for within a few years he believed his

business to have foundered and friends were urging him to conceal his

books and papers. 5 But he weathered the storm and died at Harwich on
1st September 1737.6

His son showed the same combination of piety and lack of business

acumen; “a man”, says William Forbes, “very strict in all the external

forms of religion”, and Forbes obviously thinks it a pity his religion did not

make him more businesslike.

His first wife, Grizel, daughter of the covenanter James Nimmo, at the

age of five “could not sleep for fear of perdition”. On her death he married
Jean Stuart, thus becoming brother-in-law to Archibald Wallace.

7

Signatory
with others of a protest to the Edinburgh Magistrates against stage plays

and like abuses, he was a supporter and by 1739 a director of the S.S.P.C.K.8

1 William Forbes: Memoirs of a Banking House (1860), p. 9.

2 T. McCrie in a note to Wodrow: Correspondence

,

vol. ii, p. 546.
3 Correspondence in Boston’s Works, vol. xii. General Account (ed. G. D. Low)

passim.
4 National Library, Wodrow MSS. Letters, vol. xiv f. 200, vol. xv, f. 12.
5 Boston to Hog, Memoirs, vol. xii, pp. 487 and 495. W. G. Scott Moncreiff:

Nimmo's Narrative (S.H.S.) p. xxviii. The account of the Hog family here is
open to some doubt.

6 General Register House, Edinburgh Testaments, 14 May 1738.
7 W. G. Scott Moncreiff, op. cit., p. xxviii; Edinburgh Marriage Register.
8 Hist. MSS. Comm., Laing MSS., vol. ii, p. 34. Morren, op. cit. vol. i, p. 338.
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He took an active part in the search for a suitable minister for the church in

Rotterdam, sending comments on possible candidates and appearing with
his brother-in-law, James Nimmo, junior, to prosecute a call to Mr Hugh
Kennedy before Jedburgh Presbytery.! He handled the transmission of
Church of Scotland money to the Continent, not always very expeditiously.

In fact he was “extremely confused in keeping his accounts”, and a

poor judge of “the credit of those whom he trusted”—(there was an
unfortunate speculation in a leadmine). At one point he made a voluntary

suspension of payments—but went on in increased reputation and credit.

Forbes thought he deceived himself as well as the world from the extreme
confusion in which he kept his books, and he left his son Thomas a troubled

inheritance. The firm closed its doors (with several other banking firms)

in 1769, three years after William’s death, in a confusion which took 20 years

to sort out.

2

The Hog family troubles are reflected in our MS. in letters of

the Rev. Thomas Gillespie, “Write me a particular account of how Mr
Hog’s affairs will turn out. My hearty sympathy he has. .

.” and Thomas
Napier’s comment, “The account of Mr Hog’s family is very affecting . .

.”.3

We have in the MS. a group of letters to Hog from a Border minister,

Riccaltoun of Hobkirk, a man whom John Newton thought as much a glory of

Scotland as Hume, Robertson or Blair. A young man in a poor parish, he

was foolish enough to suit his patron’s convenience by signing a bond for a

large sum
;
the result was a life-long debt, the remains of which was taken over

by his son John, his successor in the parish. Newton had tried to help by

an appeal in the Evangelical Magazine.4

John Campbell describes how, after an oratorical speech which had swept

the General Assembly off its feet, a plainly dressed minister from the country

got up and routed the speaker. He was in fact a highly gifted and independent

mind, supporting the Marrow Party and writing what McCrie thought

to be “the most acute of all the books in its favour”, but also rejecting the

defence of natural religion by Butler and claiming that “David Hume . . .

had done more service to the cause of Christianity than all the labours of

its rational defenders”.

5

With his letters to Hog, we have also here letters

to an Edinburgh doctor, Mr Robert Walker.*5

1 W. Steven: The Scottish Church at Rotterdam, pp. 162-7, 170n and 171.

2 Morren, op. cit., vol. i, pp. 293 and 343, vol. ii, p. 34. W. Forbes, op. cit. pp. 24-5.

3 MS. f. 70 verso, f. 45 recto, August and October 1769.

4 MS. ff. 75 verso-84 verso; Fasti, vol. ii, p. 119.

5 Somerville’s Life and Times, pp. 127 ff; Philip, op. cit., p. 205; Edinburgh

Christian Instructor, vol. xxx, 1831, p. 545n.

6 MS. ff. 71 verso-75 recto. One of these is printed in the Edinburgh Christian

Instructor, loc. cit. MS. of other letters in Edinburgh University Library.
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Hog had another Border correspondent, Thomas Davidson, last survivor

of the Twelve Apostles, the Marrow-men. Miss Jean Hog had collected these

letters and they were eventually printed as “Letters to Christian Friends”,

a collection which includes letters of Gillespie and of another Thomas

Davidson, a Scot who had settled in a dissenting congregation at Braintree,

Essex, but returned at least once with Whitefield. Archibald Napier has

preserved letters from both Davidsons. 1

The Rev. Robert Wallace, like Hog another S.S.P.C.K. director, is

represented by a letter to Lady Glenorchy and extracts from a sermon.

Son of a minister of the Canongate, he had ministered in Straiton and in

South Leith before becoming Dr Blair’s colleague. The men drew such

different congregations that the elders at the plate were supposed to say it

took 24 of Mr Walker’s hearers to equal one of Dr Blair’s.2 But this is hardly

supported e.g. by his associations with Lady Glenorchy who “attended

meetings for religious purposescomposed chiefly of ladies of rank and fortune”

at whichWalker usually presided andwhich finally met for years in his manse. 3

Walker and Thomas Gillespie both chided Lady Glenorchy for “going
among the lower orders . . . and speaking to them respecting the state of

their souls”. The letter in MS. 3008 concerns an incident in the building of

Lady Glenorchy’s Church—the collapse of a scaffold which caused injury

and death to some of the workmen.4 The sermon concerns stage plays

—

on which Walker had thundered at least twice. Once was the occasion of
Home’s Douglas, the other the performance by the actor Foote of a take-off

of Whitefield called “The Minor”. Lady Glenorchy heard Walker in the
morning and Erskine in the afternoon on the same subject, Walker declaring
that “If men are bold enough to act impiety surely a minister of Christ may
at least be equally bold in reproving it”. 5

We have now reached a point at which we can leave the dissecting of
backgrounds and interrelationships to consider wider issues. Riccaltoun,
in a letter, links together pietism, puritanism and marrow doctrine.6 There
are certainly evidences of this last in our group. Boston and Davidson were
apostles

,
and Riccaltoun a strong protagonist. William Hog, senior, was a

layman in whose house consultations took place and who regarded the

1 MS. ff. 14 verso-17 recto; 60 verso-61 verso.
2 Fasti, vol. i, pp. 60 and 167; Paterson and Maidment: Kay's Edinburgh Portraits

vol. i, p. 235.
’

2 T. S. Jones: Life of Countess Glenorchy, p. 94.
4 MS. f. 60 verso.

5 MS. ff. 59 verso-60 recto; Paterson and Maidment, loc. cit.
6 MS. f. 73 verso.
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Assembly condemnation a matter of very great weight and concern to some,
not because that book is condemned, but because several sweet truths are also

condemn’d therewith”. 1

The Hog family were “bookish”. The inventory of the library of William
(senior) survives, 2 the correspondence of the younger William gives informa-
tion, and Thomas had “some pretensions to literature”. Hog possessed a few
classics and practical books such as dictionaries, Olive’s Practical Penman

,

and The Gentleman Instructed
,
but the library fell into three groups

—

travel,

history, and (largest of all) theology. There is an odd absence of Scottish

works—Calderwood’s History, Boston’s Fourfold State, Pardovan, Raitt’s

Vindication and the life of Peden exhaust the list—and the majority are

English Puritan. Greenham, Ainsworth and Bolton are from the late

sixteenth/early seventeenth century, then the Westminster Assembly
Independents, Strong, Goodwin and Burroughs; John Howe, a chaplain to

Cromwell, and one who sought a “happy union” of congregational and
presbyterian; the presbyterian Flavel. Yet Hog also had a Book of Common
Prayer, a translation of a’Kempis by Stanhope, Dean of Canterbury, a book of

the non-juror Spinks, and the Golden Remains of John Hailes who, at the

Synod of Dort, had “bid John Calvin goodnight”. There is no Calvin or

other continental.

William junior probably inherited his father’s library

—

regrettably we
have no inventory—but from letters we learn of his acquisitions. These

include Jonathan Edwards on the Religious Affections and the life of Brainerd

(probably edited by Edwards, 1749); the letters of Dickinson, president of

Princeton, and books by Doddridge. 3 Here American has joined English

influence. The MS. 3008 shows another side of the latter—Whitefield,

Newton, Ken, Romaine, on the whole Anglican evangelicals. Throughout

the emphasis is on whatever will nourish piety, rather than on theology as

such. It is therefore not surprising to find pervasively traces of the Praying

Societies.

MS. 3008 contains a remarkable Call to Prayer4 issued by the

Correspondence in the Edinburgh area on the occasion of the victory of

Culloden .which adds to the very small material we possess concerning these

groups. Young Archibald Napier was probably a member of one of the

Edinburgh groups—he commends the type of meeting to Benjamin McDowell.

• Wodrow MSS., Letters vol. xv, f. 12, 8 February 1721. Cp. H. Davidson:

Letters to Christian Friends, p. 2, 14 February 1721.

2 Inventory in Edinburgh Commissariot Record.

3 H. Davidson, op. cit., pp. 89-91, 39, 72, 78 and 119.

4 See Appendix.
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Blacader had early “united himself to a private society ... for prayer and

fellowship”. George Muir, while still a student at Edinburgh, had been active

and “eminently useful in the erection, encouragement and proper arrange-

ment of societies for prayer and religious conference”. Davidson, Walker,

Lady Glenorchy, and the Highland evangelicals were involved; Balfour of

Nigg had in his parish “ten societies . . . every Saturday”. 1 McKelvie has

stressed the extent to which the Secession drew from the Societies, almost

to the point of implying it took over the movement. Our group here serves

to emphasise that the movement remained strong with those who rejected

schism. On this last point Wodrow wrote Hog: “It is a woeful principle,

eversive of all society and contrary in my opinion to the Scripture account

of the Christian Church, for people when their light comes not up to that

of others, presently to throw up their offices and separate from Church

communion. I know some serious persons are inclinable to this, but they

should be reasoned and prayed out of it.” Hog in his reply agreed.2

The links with Cambuslang and Whitefield are clear. Buchanan and Muir
are products of “the work in the west”, Davidson keenly interested in it,

Porteous and Sutherland visitors at it. Davidson of Braintree was a

companion of Whitefield; Hog’s brother-in-law, Nimmo, was his host in

Edinburgh in 1850 whence Whitefield writes to Lady Huntingdon: “Your
Ladyship’s health is drunk . . . every day”. Thomas Napier writes of an

expected visit: “We expect Mr Whitefield with us tomorrow. It gives me
an agreeable prospect his coming, but I am afraid to indulge it for fear of

regarding the poor instrument too much.” 3

There is one point in this kind of Scottish pietism which calls for a

final comment, the extent to which it was centred on the sacrament.

There are many paradoxes here, neglect in some areas and the mass
communion seasons with all their abuses from the Men in the north to the
Holy Fairs of the south. Appeals to bring these under control occur
sporadically in church courts and in pamphlets through the century, but the
tensions do not follow the evangelical-moderate divide. Moderates may
irustrate an attempt by evangelicals to curb communion abuses, and an
evangelical of the stature of McCulloch of Cambuslang may be regarded as a
“yill minister” (i.e. one whose appearance in the Tent starts a drift to the

' A - Crichton
’
op - cit"> P- 441

!
T - Davidson, op. cit., pp. 74 and 5; Edinburgh

Christian Instructor, vol. xxvii, p. 153; J. Gillies, op. cit. pp. 453, 154 and 457.
2 W. Mackelvie: Annals and Statistics of the U.P. Church, pp. 1-4. Wodrow

Correspondence vol. ii, pp. 547-8. Hog’s reply in Wodrow MSS., Letters,
vol. xv f. 17. Cp. Boston, General Account, p. 318n.

3 T. Davidson op. cit., pp. 48 and n., 72; Gillies, op. cit., pp. 448 and 457; Lifeand times of Selina, Countess of Huntingdon, in W. G. Scott Moncreiff, op cit
p. xxxi. MS. f. 35 verso.

’
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ale booths) at a sacrament. These lie outwith our special concern which is

with one group of people. It was the communion during the Cambuslang
Wark which was said specially to have affected George Muir, and Dugald
Buchanan too found attendance at communions at Comrie and Port a comfort
in his days of seeking. 1 Blacader describes a communion at his brother-in-

law’s, next parish to Port, “Going out early in the morning to Kilmadock,
being the day before the sacrament, heard two good and suitable sermons . .

.

Sabbath, July 8, rose early in the morning at four o’clock and went out into

the wood ... I was troubled all the day that I could not get love to keep
pace with faith ... I went down to the table desiring that the plagues of

my heart might be healed ... I could not contain myself at the Table,

tears flowing out, which I strive much against.”

2

In our MS. the Rev. Archibald Napier reminds his wife’s sister that she

and his wife “were inseparable ... at sermons and sacraments. One common
spirit seemed to activate both”.

3

Lady Glenorchy’s diaries establish her attendances 1770-72; she

communicated five times in 1770, and would have communicated four times

in the next year but for her husband’s death at a sacrament weekend; she

communicated four times the next year and later her arrangements for her

chapel were for a bi-monthly communion.4

The earliest surviving correspondence between Hog and Robert Wodrow
refers to the attempt by Edinburgh Presbytery to remedy “vaguing” and other

communion abuses by arranging monthly communions in the churches

of the area, and when years later John Erskine pressed for more frequent

communion in the Synod of Glasgow and Ayr, he notes that it was from

MSS. in the Hog family that he drew some of his ammunition for a well-

argued pamphlet which ranged from the New Testament, through the Fathers

and Reformers, down to recent times. 5

The most striking passage in ourMS. comes however in a letter of Thomas

Napier, Glasgow:

The Sacrament of the Lord’s Supper is to be dispensed Sabbath

first, as I hear it is with you. May much of His gracious presence

be with us all, that we may know what the communion of saints

1 G. B. Burnet: The Holy Communion, chapt. ix; Macinnes, op. cit., especially

pp. 98 ff.
;
Gillies, op. cit., p. 461; Edinburgh Christian Instructor, vol. xxvii,

p. 153. A. Sinclair: Life and Labours of Buchanan, pp. 25-35.

2 Crichton, op. cit., p. 526.

3 MS. f. 29 recto.

4 T. S. Jones, op. cit.

5 Wodrow MSS, Letters, vol. xv, f. 17. John Erskine: Theological Dissertations,

“On frequent communicating” (first published 1749) p. 267n.
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means, however distant from each other, yet being joined to the Lord

by that one spirit, members of the one body, we may have fellowship

together whilst we have it with our glorious Head who is present

with all His members. May He who fills heaven and earth be in the

midst of us to bless us. 1

The sentiments can be paralleled among the theologians, in Durham for

example, writing a century before, that “wherever folks communicate, those

many that communicate anywhere are one bread and one body ... By

communicating anywhere we declare ourselves to be of the same visible

Church and politick body with those who communicate elsewhere.”2

Willison of Dundee again and again stresses the centrality of Christ and the

reality of the communion: “As God once sent His Son into the world in a

lowly habit clothed with human flesh to save sinners, so now he sends him
in a homely dress clothed with the elements of bread and wine . .

.” 3 Henry

Davidson, one of the writers of MS. 3008 addresses Miss Hog: “In other

ordinances of the word ... we have directly and first to do with some truth,

some particular benefit of Christ: but in this with Christ himself ... In this

ordinance is represented and confirmed the union of all the members of

Christ’s body each to each other in a communion of saints . .
.”4

This qualifies the kind of “pietism” to be ascribed to this group of

people, since so often pietism is used in antithesis to a sacramental view,

and sacrament depreciated in contrast with “religious experience”. Here,

even for one as self-centred as Lady Glenorchy was inclined to be, the

sacrament is the height of the experience and the experience is to be met in

the sacrament; and for the Glasgow watchmaker it is an experience of the

body of Christ and the communion of saints.

Somerville dated the shift from the Moderate to the Evangelical party

about 1760; Alexander Carlyle put it some 20 years later. 5 In any case it was
next century before it made any impression at General Assembly level.

In the meantime there were merchant burgesses and their wives who wrote
to each other and to ministerial friends, and treasured and copied each
other’s letters. The very ordinariness of MS. 3008 emphasises the workaday
piety which kept itself alight among them.

1 MS. f. 36 recto.

2 James Durham: A treatise concerning scandal, (1680), p. 122.
3

J. Willison: Sacramental Meditations and Advices, (1761), pp. iii, 313-314. Like
Erskine, Willison advocated frequent communion, cp. p. 316, “We must do
it often . . . The ancient churches celebrated . . . every Lord’s Day. Let
us be thankful that we have this spiritual Meal more frequently tendered to us
than formerly.”

4 26 February 1751. Letters, p. 140.
5 T-

^
ornervil,e

» °P* cit., p. 80; A. Carlyle, quoted in H. G. Graham, Scottish
Men of Letters in the Eighteenth Century, p. 99, n. 1.
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APPENDIX

National Library of Scotland MS. 3008, ff. 36 verso—37 verso.

Edinburgh, 22 Aprill 1746. The Corrospondents from severall Societies

considering how the Lord has been on our side & how his Right hand &
Holy arm hath got us the Victory over the man that rose up against us to

swallow us up with our Religion & Liberties how he has destroyed and
scattered them at the late Battle of Culloden. They apprehend the Lord
is calling his People to Joy, thanksgiving and praise, to sing him a new Song
for this great deliverance. Therefore they recommend it to the Societies

to keep Friday the 2d of May as a Day of prayer, thanksgiving and praise.

It should heighten our praise that our open enemies were numerous & Violent

besides the many Hidden ones we have in our Bosom some of whom pretend

to be freinds. They were also suported by France & Spain & Rome. They
had great success before we or the greater part of our fellow-subjects seemed
to be suitably exercised under the heavy Judgements we have been visited

wt these 7 Months past, we have not returning to the Lord who smote us

But wickedness still rages very Generally throughout the Land. And how
this Deliverance is not only a great Blessing to these Lands as preserving us

from being Carried back to Romish Babylon again But also to other Protestant

Kingdoms & States who would have been endangered by our overthrow.

We should praise the Lord for putting it in the Heart of our Gracious

Sovereign and the Judicatures of the Church to Call the Land and us to

Fasting & humiliation and Prayer and that the Societies kept days of their

own appointment for that purpose in Spr last & this present month some
Days before the Battle & how the Lord has heard the Prayers of his poor

people however unsuitably they were exercised on these days & during the

continuance of the bitter Rod—They recommend it to the Societies to

give God all the Glory & yet to praise him for providing such means of

our Deliverance & for blessing them wt such a Captain to our host & for

giving him Conduct & Safety & to plead as the Lord has made him an

instrument of Service to Zion he would pour the best of Zion’s blessings

on him & make him one of the Children of Zion if he is not so already that

he would pity, bless & reform our Army Which has been honoured to serve

the Lord’s cause. They would pray also the Lord would accompany this

deliverance with his grace & Spirit That it may be a great Spirituall blessing

to all the Inhabitants of this Land That he would make it a mean of holy

Joy & Gratitude of great Zeal for God of greater sorrow for our past & yet

remaining wickedness That his goodness would us to repentance That we

may shew our gratitude not only wt our lips but in our Lives by a more holy

tender & Circumspect walk & more wisdom & diligence in serving him each
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of us in our spheres They would wrestle that his great mercy may not be

forgot Misimproven as many former ones have been That it may be blessed to

our Soveraign and all under him That this overthrow may also be blessed

to our Enemies who have to convince them of their dreadful wickedness

in fighting agt Gods cause & Interest in fighting for Antichrist in rising up
agt their benign Sovereign K George & they Liberties of their Country & in

destroying so many of their Innocent fellow subjects some of whom we have

reason to believe were the Children of God that they may get their souls for

a prey however vengeance may be taken on their inventions & bless the loss

of Relations on both sides to those more nearly concerned in them That the

Lord pity them & help them to Comply with the voice of these rods. The
Societies no doubts at their ordinary meetings before that day will be employed
in such exercise which seem to be the voice of this Providence but would
also alone & in their Familiar mind the same & in both would pray for the

Lord’s Contenancing that wt his gracious presence It is hoped Private

Christians who are in no Societies will also endeavour to observe that Day
Notice of this shall be sent to the West and other Corners Societies who
cannot keep that Day may keep one near that which will be more Convenient
for them.




